NCAA requires specific training to be completed by NCAA athletes & athletic staff related to sexual assault prevention.

All student athletes are expected to complete the following trainings:

Sexual Assault Prevention - Athletes (Part 1 & Part 2)*

All athletic staff are expected to ensure their student athletes complete the training above, and complete their own required trainings, which include:

Sexual Assault Prevention - Athletic Staff (Part 1 & Part 2)*

FERPA**

Clery*

Tools for an Ethical Workplace**

*Required Yearly

**Required Every Two Years
HOW WILL I RECEIVE MY TRAINING ASSIGNMENT?

EMAIL TITLE: ONLINE COURSE ASSIGNED TO YOU BY PRAIRIE VIEW A&M

EMAIL FROM: AUTOMATED-MESSAGE@EVERFI.NET

HOW DO I LOG IN?

VISIT: HTTPS://ADMIN.FIFOUNDRY.NET/PVAMU/SIGN_IN

CLICK: PVAMU EVERFI LOGIN & USE YOUR SINGLE SIGN ON CREDENTIALS

If you have questions related to your training assignment, please contact whglenz@pvamu.edu/936-261-2126.